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Communities in Bloom during the Winter
Just as some of the most important work for your garden is done from your
armchair in winter, it is the same with the planning for Communities in Bloom
(CiB). As the saying goes - if you don't know where you are going you are never
going to get there.
A cold winter afternoon or evening is the perfect time to gather your CiB
committee together to reflect upon and celebrate your successes of the past year.
It is also a great opportunity to determine what your goal is for next year and to get
your registration form in! With the general aim fresh in mind, give committee
members time to think about the action plans to reach your objectives.
Start by doing a careful inventory of the activities and assets under each of the
evaluation criteria. Be sure your human resources are near the top of the list; this
includes your committee members or potential members, as well as the key
people in your community who oversee projects or who would like to become more
involved in their community. If Communities in Bloom is well established, these
individuals are already part of the process. If not, winter is the best time to inform
and engage people in CiB.
It is important that your municipal council be a full partner. When they realize the
social and economic impact an active CiB program can have on their community,
they will be eager to participate. Also, acquaint your local service clubs and
volunteer organizations with the CiB program and its benefits. Very often these
groups fear that they are going to be asked to do more, when in fact CiB is just
there to provide them with some well-deserved recognition for what they are
already doing in the community. Through this sharing of information, they become
part of the program and soon discover that they can enhance their own projects
and activities by creating opportunities for valuable synergies with other groups.
Continued on page 2
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Keeping in mind that CiB focuses upon the promotion and importance of green spaces in community settings, look
carefully at your parks, trails, playgrounds, boulevards, sport fields, etc., and work with all parties to create a common
vision. Community pride is a huge motivator and as the public spaces are enhanced you will see business and
residential areas grow in enthusiasm as well.
Be clear to calculate the costs of creating your vision - in an active community 'in-kind' and volunteer support is a huge
part of the budget input. Take time to check out websites to access ideas, grants and other opportunities that are
available to communities.
After a few meetings, the game plan for the coming year will emerge and all the activities can be listed and become the
basis of the Profile Book. Remember that the goal of the Community Profile Book is to provide a snapshot of the
community and a brief description of what is being done under each criteria by all partners in the current year.
Like planning your garden for the coming year, the most important work is done for Communities in Bloom through
thinking, communicating and creating an action plan with all partners chasing the same butterflies.
Enjoy a productive and satisfying CiB winter!
Reprinted with permission from: Berta Briggs, CiB Alberta Judge and Owner of Arber Greenhouses Ltd, Wetaskiwin, AB.

UPCOMING EVENTS
BCRPA SPRING TRAINING EVENT
February 27 & 28
Once again BC Communities in Bloom will be at the conference
sharing a table with the BC Landscape & Nursery Association.
Stop by and say hi and enter to win a Timmies $ Card and a BC
CiB Membership ($30 Value)!
 Look for our new pop-up banner at the event.
2019 PROVINCIAL EDITION REGISTRATION
March 31/19
BC CiB JUDGES WORKSHOP AND AGM
April 27 - Langley Sandman Inn
2019 PEONY FESTIVAL
June 20-23 in Castlegar
www.castlegarpeony.ca

NEWS FROM NATIONAL
Green Jobs Initiative –Deadline February 22/19
Canadian Parks and Recreation Association
Gro for good community and green spaces gardens grants.
Deadline: February 28/19
2019 Miracle-Gro Best Garden Selection Program
Deadline: March 7/19
Garden Days – Canada’s Largest Garden Party
June 15-23, 2019 - Register your Activities
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Find out more information about the discounts and rewards for Communities in Bloom Participants at www.eqnx.biz
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